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Abstract: Since its conception, corporate social responsibility (CSR) has seen continuous growth and
become a highly discussed issue. In this paper, we propose an evaluation of how the COVID-19
pandemic could impact CSR applications. The pandemic has provided an opportunity for commerce
to move on to being more authentic, to offer genuine CSR applications and to contribute toward
dealing with pressing environmental and social issues. Hence, this purpose of the research is to obtain
a better understanding of whether the integration of environment, social, corporate governance and
economic (ESGE) aspects into CSR strategies can support sustainable development toward more
sustainable growth during the COVID-19 pandemic. To meet this challenge, we offer a mixture
multiple-criteria decision making (MCDM) model. Very few empirical studies have discussed CSR in
the high-tech industry and proposed strategies and planning for ESGE efficiency. Using interviews
with experts and a literature review, we identify the elements related to actual practices of the hightech industry’s appraisal and the integrated MCDM techniques to suggest efficient enhancement
models. The best worst method (BWM) and modified VIKOR are implemented to estimate the
strategic weights and the gaps of the aspiration value. The results are valuable for classifying the
priorities of CSR and are therefore helpful for those who are associated with high-tech industry
management, practices and implementation.
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1. Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most important changes in the current industrial
development environment and could have a profound effect on the fundamental philosophies of administration and corporate social responsibility (CSR). The acute influence of
COVID-19 was felt immediately, owing to the extensive social distancing and lockdown
measures enforced worldwide. While the crisis phase of the COVID-19 pandemic will eventually end, it will have enduring profound environmental, social, corporate governance
and economic influences. The governments of the world have built economic aid packages,
mostly to mitigate the pressure placed upon the weakest industries (e.g., hospitality, travel,
tourism and small businesses). These measures need to encourage companies to fulfill their
CSR commitments and maintain ethical business practices for their numerous stakeholders.
Twitter has pledged to donate USD 1 billion to tackle the pandemic [1]. Hence, there is
an excellent opportunity to investigate how the pandemic impacts industry CSR and its
estimated factors.
CSR has its very foundation in the environment and ecosystems and has the capability
to adjust or change environments [2]. CSR is a significant subject for the stakeholders,
administrators, consumers and practitioners of current industries or companies [3]. The
issues of vertical integration and globalization have enhanced the concentration on CSR
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applications during the COVID-19 pandemic. It has been established that CSR can enhance the competitive advantages of industries or companies. The principles of CSR are
implemented in many industries, which has led to the emergence of many conceptions of
CSR [4]. In the past several decades, the CSR literature has demonstrated a tremendous
improvement in the number of quantitative and qualitative works dealing with various
subjects, such as improving green flexibility with advanced manufacturing technology,
green supply chain management or environmental production and sustainability [5–7].
The goals of corporate CSR development involve a triple bottom line of research, mixing
economic, environmental and social topics in the procedures. Moreover, corporate governance is also an important issue for CSR. These aspects (environment, social, corporate
governance and economic) are indicators of the CSR performances of companies, such as
the performances in terms of risk management and management capability in the COVID19 pandemic [8–10]. The need to decrease human-induced environmental change in order
to prevent the diminishing growth of economies is critical for maintaining sustainable
growth. Studies on CSR flourished before the pandemic and could reasonably be claimed
to be one of the most widely cited and read management fields.
Owing to the breakout of the COVID-19 pandemic, the rate of unemployment has
increased and many areas of commerce have shut down. The World Health Organization
(WHO) has stated that COVID-19 has become a major global crisis challenging the industrial
environment, which could ultimately have a negative influence on business practices
and CSR [11,12]. Until now, the high-tech industry has not had to plan for a pandemic.
Furthermore, CSR has been marginalized due to governments, society and organizations
struggling to survive during the pandemic. The pandemic is creating novel challenges
for CSR, primarily because many companies are facing negative effects such as company
bankruptcy, market downturn, revenue loss, employee resignations, etc. However, the
high-tech industry has been less impacted during the COVID-19 pandemic in Taiwan;
some big companies such as TSMC and Foxconn have offered to purchase and import the
BioNTech COVID-19 vaccines to Taiwan’s people for CSR. Hence, we see COVID-19 era
as an opportunity for the high-tech industry to rethink their CSR practices concerning a
shift in their sustainable development and CSR strategies. Therefore, the objective of our
research is to extend our understanding of CSR by exploring the more current influences of
the COVID-19 pandemic in the high-tech industry.
Here, we state some preliminary ideas about how the COVID-19 pandemic could
impact the CSR field. In terms of CSR application, we evaluate the decision-making
procedure of CSR in the high-tech industry. We focus on the potential consequences on
key CSR viewpoints and the framework for a strategy addressing environment, social,
corporate governance and economic (ESGE) aspects. The other main subject of this work
is risk management and management capability. There has been limited attention in the
CSR literature to similar risks and pandemics in the high-tech industry. Nevertheless, the
COVID-19 pandemic has emphasized the role of high-tech industry as an actor that is
extremely exposed to such needs and risks.
This paper aims to overcome these challenges by developing a technique for CSR
application making use of MCDM (multiple-criteria decision making). The output attained
from the proposed approach will provide valuable input for CSR strategic procedures
in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. This approach can overcome
the problems of group opinion in specialists’ responses by adopting the most consistent
agreement regarding observations about the assessment factors [13]. The application of
CSR assessments for the industry includes multiple elements of MCDM during the COVID19 pandemic. Many approaches have been put forth aiming to address organizational
performance, such as DEMATEL (Decision-Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory) [14],
AHP (analytic hierarchy process) [15] and DEA (data envelopment analysis) [16]. However,
these CSR studies have numerous limitations. Since they focus on only one element,
they cannot fuse several elements of performance. Likewise, they are insufficient for
understanding the effective weights of these factors and important aspects, and hence do
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not accurately assess gaps in performance. To resolve these shortcomings, we apply BWM
(best worst method) and the modified VIKOR method to assess all performances [17–19].
This MCDM approach has two phases. First, the BWM technique is applied to analyze
and prioritize the choice factor according to the CSR application, and VIKOR is used to
rank and evaluate the best CSR performance. BWM is an innovative MCDM approach that
offers better performance than ANP or AHP [17–19]. Next, to prevent the shortcomings
of the conventional VIKOR method, we used a modified VIKOR method, replacing the
relatively good through the aspirated levels in order to prevent the “stop-gap piecemeal”
complication. Modified VIKOR is an effective method applied in numerous research
works to prioritize the alternatives with respective factors. Numerous studies have utilized
integrated methods for choosing the best alternatives.
The chief contributions of this work are briefly stated below. Primarily, the study analyzes the influence weight of CSR’s effects on the high-tech industry during the COVID-19
pandemic and studies how and to what extent CSR is connected with economic aspects
affecting the high-tech industry. Second, this study integrates BWM and modified VIKOR
approaches to enhance an estimation technique that ranks the comparative influential
weights in combination with these aspects and elements. Lastly, the outcomes of this
study offer pragmatic guidance for planning CSR implementation in the high-tech industry
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the findings of
a literature review examining the elements that influence CSR issues. Section 3 provides
the details of the proposed combined MCDM approach. A case study is presented, and an
investigation of the outcomes is provided in Section 4. Section 5 draws conclusions from
the work.
2. Literature Review
This section covers a selection of the CSR literature and the measures proposed
in this paper.
2.1. Related Literature on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
The improved consideration for CSR as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic led to
market changes and demonstrates how CSR protects the values of companies in a crisis.
The thought was caused in the theory of CSR, involving institutional, legitimacy and
stakeholder theory, among others. The theory describes that the form of CSR engagement
is determined through a business’ relationships with its stakeholders, and it allows the
company to legitimize and assist in the relationships with its stakeholders, and with the
environment, social, corporate governance and economic aspects within the corporation’s
sphere of influence. [20–22]. Put distinctly, for a company to grow and survive, it must
legitimize its actions as congruent with the objectives of society and the company, and as
aligned with the interests of its numerous stakeholders [20,23]. These implications of the
theory are that CSR actions are improving as they are congruent through the environment
and these requirements of stakeholders.
The applications and consequences of CSR affect stakeholders and are scrutinized
via numerous dissimilar parties. The important problem is whether companies influence
their aims via improving sustainable development and promoting the necessary aspects
(environment, social, corporate governance and economic aspects) in their CSR programs.
According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, corporate
social responsibility is a business’ responsibility to operate constantly via an ethics code,
to contribute to the development of the economy and to improve the quality of life of its
employees, as well as that of society at large and the local community. Hence, corporations
need to maximize their profits and prompt the cares regarding stakeholders, socially
vulnerable groups and the conservation environment [24,25]. At present, an increasing
number of corporations are declaring CSR guarantees, as CSR has developed a significant
role in business governance [25,26]. Additionally, corporations are likely to maximize
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business performance in consideration of their responsibility to the environment and
society. CSR has recently become a main concern [25,27].
With the growing knowledge economy and the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses
are no longer just tracking proceeds. The value and competitiveness of firms now primarily come through the applications of CSR, namely, the CSR of intelligent capital, the
administration of client relationships and the responsibilities to society. The high-tech
industry is knowledge-centric. The continuous consideration of CSR in terms of production
equipment, innovation strategy and other capital is needed. As a result of these activities,
products have high added value, which increases profits for corporations. The profits of
innovation produced through CSR activities are the driving force for businesses to sustain
a competitive advantage [28–30].
Previous studies do not deal with interrelations and do not include market conditions
in their evaluation. These studies indicate that there are interrelationships among environmental management, social impacts, corporate governance and economic performance,
but have failed to investigate the influence of these interrelations. Previous research also
neglects qualitative information and linguistic preferences [31–33]. For example, statistical
approaches and panel data have helped in the investigation of this combination of ESGE
strategies for a CSR strategy of sustainable development. Linear regressions through a
panel of data can investigate data from listed companies and existing superior performance while controlling for companies’ scope [31]. The technique for order preferences via
comparison to ideal situations (TOPSIS) deals with the combination of CSR aspects into
this assessment procedure [32]. A corporate sustainability strategy can use an illustrative
statistical technique to understand how the approach impacts this corporate model in an
effort to improve effectiveness [34,35].
2.2. Related Literature on the Elements Influencing CSR in High-Tech Industry
CSR is a strategic process with a latent positive effect on sustainability via the mixture
of environment, social, corporate governance and economic aspects into CSR strategies.
The description of these elements and aspects of the proposed measurement model are
provided in Table 1.
Table 1. CSR measurement model.
Aspect

Element
Resource reduction (RR)

Environment aspect (A1 )

Product innovation (PI)
Emissions reduction (ER)
Product responsibility (PR)
Community (CO)
Human rights (HR)

Social aspect (A2 )

Employment quality (EQ)
Compensation policy (CP)
Corporate governance aspect (A3 )

Board functions (BF)
Vision and strategy (VS)
Shareholder rights (SR)
Shareholder loyalty (SL)

Economic aspect (A4 )

Firm performance (FP)
Client loyalty (CL)

Description
Minimizing the resources used to produce
a product
Firm innovation performance
Emissions produced by a firm
Provide services and products by green concepts
The role of the company in the community
The staff are qualified per the law
The quality of employment required for living
standards is obtained through the company
The ratio to pay the compensation and
executive strategy
The functions of the trustee board in the company
Vision and strategy in the company
The rights of the shareholders in the firm
The loyalty of shareholders to CSR
The economic performance of the company
each month
Clients’ loyalty to the investors

Environment aspect (A1 ): the environment aspect is a practical and systematic approach to finding water and saving energy, which can decrease negative influences of
business practices on the environment in order to minimalize any irreparable ecological
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damage while aiding in emissions and resources [36]. For example, the high-tech industry
constantly considers its energy efficiency, which is applied for improving production innovation and procedures. This aspect also classifies attributes which increase the protection
of resources. Consequently, proactive environmental management is an important issue
because it helps to protect and preserve distinct CSR destinations and attain recognition
for environmental stewardship [37]. Resource reduction (RR), product innovation (PI) and
emission reduction (ER) are the most important sub-factors in the environment aspect.
Social aspect (A2 ): undertaking social initiatives is an important CSR activity and
appeals to the social awareness of employees and consumers. This social influence is
stated as the quality of employee alive values made from the industry through building
up social changes with profits, practices and goals. The role of these industries is to
benefit the stakeholder community and offer green services and products through green
responsibility. Industry practices its social influence through providing resources such
as services, products, or money to social causes [34]. Generally, bigger companies have
more resources that can provide assistance to local community stakeholders and charities.
Industries must still improve the percentage allocated for philanthropic contributions.
Workers are the qualified actors under the regulations and laws, and have a positive
influence on this stakeholder community. Hence, product responsibility (PR), community
(CO), human rights (HR) and employment quality (EQ) are the most important sub-factors
in the social aspect.
Corporate governance aspect (A3 ): corporate governance identifies the distribution
of responsibilities and rights amongst stakeholders such as shareholders, managers, regulators, creditors, boards of directors and others, and comprises the procedures and rules
for making choices in company matters [34]. All of the stakeholders are topic to comprise
procedures by compensation policy (CP), board functions (BF), vision and strategy (VS)
and shareholder rights (SR), and the objects are pursued and set in the background of the
market regulatory and social environment.
Economic aspect (A4 ): the economic aspect exists as there is the opportunity for the
industry to experience losses owing to risks which impact the performance of the entire
marketplace [38]. Specific risk and market risk are determined as shareholder loyalty
(SL), firm performance (FP) and client loyalty (CL), and are also the important factors of
economic aspect. Nevertheless, the risks of market are according to the performance of
corporate governance.
3. Establishing This CSR Application Based on an Integrated MCDM Model
This section presents the procedure and summarizes the proposed approach to the
evaluation of CSR elements using the MCDM model. There is a set of CSR activities for
a company to implement green concepts, but because of constraints in financial capital,
human resources, etc., numerous alternatives (i.e., CSR portfolios) might be implemented
in this phase. Multiple methods have been used to consider environment, social, corporate
governance and economic aspects, owing to their multidimensionality as a resolution to the
issues experienced via administrators as challenging this compound conception [31–33].
Supervisors in the high-tech industry in Taiwan during the COVID-19 pandemic have
faced many challenges. When the industry’s CSR application triggers greater attention,
most studies focus on the ability of players involved in the adoption of CSR instead
of the compatibility of management with the related operational context. We therefore
propose an MCDM that assesses the degree of element preferences to judge the weights
of the effects of numerous elements, and to classify the most influential factors in CSR
implementation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Empirical research is employed to
exemplify these applications of the proposed mixture MCDM approach for selecting and
estimating this optimal improvement approach. This approach will also support managers
in understanding how to develop their assessment of CSR applications, through this object
of realizing the aspersion value to CSR performance in relation to dissimilar elements
and aspects during the COVID-19 pandemic. Given that CSR application development
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frequently happens well before there are enough points to precisely assess CSR alternatives,
an expert questionnaire is introduced to grade each perspective. The data collected from
these CSR expert appraisers are analyzed by integrated MCDM models. First, BWM is
applied to construct the ranking. The modified VIKOR (m-VIKOR) model is used to find
these performance values at the target level. Finally, the outcomes are presented in useful
models for decision-making.
MCDM is an approach that can study multiple elements simultaneously and supports
administrators in evaluating a better situation according to these features, but it is limited
by available circumstances [17–19]. This study uses an application of MCDM that is fit
for evaluating CSR because it enables the measurement of multidimensional concepts
such as CSR, applying both quantitative and qualitative elements while considering expert
knowledge. Integrated MCDM investigative tools are applied in this study, including
BWM and the modified VIKOR approach.
First, experts (including industry academicians and professionals) finalized and identified the assessment factors with the support of discussions and the recent literature. Next,
the chosen factors were assessed and the respective weights of the factors and sub-factors
were determined by applying BWM; next, ranking of the CSR application was carried
out by applying the m-VIKOR method. Even though factor assessment and alternative
choice can be accomplished via other MCDM approaches (TOPSIS, AHP, DANP, etc.),
these methods include numerous pairwise comparisons that need frequent consistency
checks and huge amounts of data [39–41]. To solve this matter the best worst method was
used here [42,43]. This method offers more consistent outcomes as compared to AHP, and
requires less data [42,43]. Moreover, numerous researchers have used the BWM method
in many applications, such as sustainable outsourcing partner selection, service quality,
etc. [41,44]. Moreover, the m-VIKOR method has been broadly applied for the evaluation
of alternatives [17–19]. It works on a compromise program design that leads to superior
outcomes in comparison to other methods. M-VIKOR is preferred in alternatives evaluation
as compared to other approaches (ELECTRE, TOPSIS, etc.), since it measures closeness to
positive ideal points, which decreases the gap in decisions and improves managers’ decision making [17–19]. The m-VIKOR technique optimizes the consequences and selects the
best alternative with high accuracy. The evaluation of CSR application can be accomplished
by a single approach [45] but mixing one approach with other decision support systems
can enhance the decision quality. This led us to apply these methods in the present work.
A flow diagram of the research process is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Procedure of the current study.

3.1. Establishing the Ranking and Significant Weight with the BWM
The BWM method proposed by Rezaei [42,43] is one of the numerous ways to apply
MCDM in order to define the weights of elements. Compared with an AHP survey, the
users of BWM need to answer fewer questions and therefore need to study the consistency
of these outcomes for longer. This approach has been broadly applied in strategic issues
in numerous fields, including the food supply chain context [46], machinery manufacturing [47], education [48], environmental protection and CSR [49], government policy [50],
energy [51], aviation [52], etc. The frequency with which the method is applied is dramatically increasing over time. BWM develops the weights by best pairwise comparison and
the worst elements according to other elements [42,43]. The BWM method is described in
the following.
Phase 1. Define a series of estimation factors.
Let there be n separate estimation elements {b1 , b2 , . . . , bn } as determined by review
of the related literature and expert experience. These elements for estimating alternatives
are critical, and they meaningfully influence the outcome of decisions.
Phase 2. Define the best and worst elements.
The managers choose the elements which they consider to be the best. The worst
elements are also defined. In this phase, only the elements are considered, not their weights.
Phase 3. Conduct comparisons to find the best element.
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The administrators identify the best element b over the other factors j on a 1 to 9
ranking scale. This subsequent best-to-others (BO) vector is
DC = (dC1 , d BC2 , . . . , dCn ),
where d Bj is the favor of the best element b over elements j. Obviously, dCC = 1.
Phase 4. Conduct the favor comparisons for the worst element.
The correlative significance of the other factors j to the worst factor W is given by
these managers on a 1 to 9 ranking scale. This subsequent others-to-worst (OW) vector is
DW = (d1W , d2W , . . . , dnW ) E
where d jW is the favor of element j over the worst element
 W. Obviously,dWW = 1.
Phase 5. Find the optimal weights: w1∗ , w2∗ , . . . , wn∗
The optimal weights are achieved when the maximum absolute dissimilarities

wC
wj

− dCj

wj
wW

and
− d jW for all j are minimized, as interpreted in the following min–max model, as
expressed in Equation (1):

minmax wC − dCj w j , w j − d jW wW
j

s. t.

∑ w j = 1,
j

w j ≥ 0, for all j.

(1)

Model (1) is equal to next typical, as expressed in Equation (2):
min z;
s. t.
wC − dCj w j ≤ y, for all j,
w j − d jW wW ≤ y, for all j,
∑ w j = 1,
j

w j ≥ 0, for all j.

(2)

For any level of z, increasing these initial series of the limitations of model (2) via wj
and the next series of limitations by wW , the result space of model (2) is an intersection of
4n − 5 linear limitations (2 (2n − 3) assessment limitations and 1 limitation for these sums
of weights); therefore, assuming an adequately large z, this resolution
space is nonempty.

Resolving model (2), the weights of optimum w1∗ , w2∗ , . . . , wn∗ and z* can be obtained. The
sum of elements’ weights is 1 and this criterion weight is greater than or equal to 0.
3.2. Establishing the Weighted-Gap Levels by Modified VIKOR
Modified VIKOR is applied to solve discrete data MCDM problems. The method’s
purpose is to determine the compromise solution which is the nearest to this ideal point.
According to the review article published by Lu et al. [17], VIKOR has been implemented
for many years, in applications such as sustainable performance evaluation for Industry
4.0 [19], green performance [53] and mobile banking implementation [54]. We offer a
modified VIKOR model to define the weighted gaps of performance under each element
to realize the improved space. This study utilizes the “target quality” to substitute the
concept of “relative good” used in the modified VIKOR through investigation of weighted
gaps [55–58].
Phase 1. Decide the best and worst performance values under each element (hj * and hj − ).
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The types of evaluation factors can be separated into cost and benefit; if the jth
∗
factor represents a benefit, h−
j = minhij and h j = maxhij . Conversely, if the jth criterion
i

i

constitutes a cost, h∗j = minhij and h−
j = maxhij .
i

i

Phase 2. Find the gap-ratio values
This concept of applying VIKOR to define these weighted-gap values was followed
by Opricovic and Tzeng [59]. Hence, we modified the conventional VIKOR to replace the
relative good notion with the target values. In this way, each alternative can acquire more
objective and meaningful gap-ratio values. The decision system consisted of j elements
and g alternatives, each of which had a performance value denoted as h gj . This weight
of element j is expressed as wj , which is defined through this BWM. The development of
this VIKOR technique began with the next conventional plus-modus of this Lv metric, as
expressed in Equation (3).
(
Lvg

=

n

∑ [w j (

v

h∗j

− h gj )/(

h∗j

j =1

− h−
j

)1/v

)]

(3)

where n is the number of factors, 1 ≤ v ≤ ∞ and g = 1, 2, . . . , m. Formulating these
weighted gaps and ranking, the measurements Lvg=1 and Lvg=∞ are applied in this VIKOR
technique, as expressed in Equations (4) and (5) [60,61].
Lvg=1 = Qi =

n

∑ [w j ( h∗j − hgj

j =1

)/( h∗j − h−
j )]

o
n
Lvg=∞ = Si = max ( h∗j − h gj )/( h∗j − h−
j )| j = 1, 2, . . . , n
j

(4)

(5)


 

and they can be defined as r gj = h∗j − h gj / h∗j − h−
to indicate the alternative’s gap
j
ratio k for element j as a gap. This compromise resolution mink Lvk illustrates this integrates
the ratio of the gap to be minimized via the adjunct by Equation (4), as Lvg=∞ illustrates
this precedence to enhance the maximal gap ratio for the factors in each aspect, or for all
elements (Equation (5)). The best h∗j levels are then built to be the target value and the

worst h−
j levels as the tolerable value for all elements, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. In this research, we

build h∗j = 5 as the target value and h−
j = 0 as the worst level, with all levels presented as
gaps to better reflect ambiguity, which differs from the conventional method. These last
weighted gaps can be considered via Equation (6).
Ri = α( Qi − Q∗ )/( Q− − Q∗ ) + (1 − α)(Si − S∗ )/(S− − S∗ )

(6)

where α and (1 − α) represent the comparative weights of Qi and Si , and α is usually set
to 0.5.
Phase 3: Offering an overall factor of individual choice
Finally, this comprehensive score of each alternative Fg is combined via Equation (7).
We can detect how each alternative can be improved to reduce these gaps in elements in
sequence to realize the ideal level.
Fg = v

Q g − Q aspired
Qworst − Q aspired

+ (1 − v )

Ug − U aspired
U worst − U aspired

(7)

where Q aspired = 0 (attaining the ideal level), Qworst = 1 (the worst status); U aspired = 0
(attaining the ideal level) and U worst = 1 (the worst status). Therefore, Equation (7) can be
modified as: Fg = vQ g + (1 − v)Ug , where v is the weight for this decision-making task.
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4. Case Analysis
This section assesses CSR practices overall to propose strategies for more efficient CSR
by using an empirical case in Taiwan’s high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
4.1. Data Collection
For this study, we recruited six high-tech proprietors, three government officials in
charge of the high-tech industry, and three scholars of the high-tech industry to complete
a questionnaire during the COVID-19 pandemic. First, from the perspective of the ESGE
measurement model (Table 1), the specialists were questioned to evaluate the effects of the
elements on a 9-point Likert scale ranging from very strong impact (9) to no impact (1).
The consensus rate of significant confidence was 97.38%, exceeding the 95% confidence
level (the gap-error rate was 2.62% which is less than 5%).
4.2. The Weight of Elements in CSR Application
BWM was used to define the weights of elements in this assessment system and
to examine 14 elements in order to evaluate the strategy’s performance within four aspects of the CSR application. Based on the results from the BWM surveys by 15 experts,
Equations (1) and (2) generated 14 series of elements’ weight, and the final optimal weights
were integrated via the arithmetic average method [42,43]. Each consistency ratio (CR) of
the 15 BWM surveys was less than 0.01, and the average CR was 0.009, indicating that the
questionnaires had credibility [42,43]. Since the assessment elements are assumed to be
independent in our approach, aspects or elements do not affect each other. As can be seen
from Table 2, the economic aspect (A4 ) had a higher weight (wA = 0.359) than the other
aspects, and the ranking of aspects under it were also in the top four. The top four aspects’
rankings were focused on environment, corporate governance, social and economic aspects:
firm performance (FP), vision and strategy (VS), shareholder loyalty (SL), employment
quality (EQ), resource reduction (RR) and client loyalty (CL). The weight of each aspect is
equal to the total weight of its corresponding elements. For example, the economic aspect
includes shareholder loyalty (SL), firm performance (FP) and client loyalty (CL), and the
total weight of the three elements was 0.359. Next, we used the modified VIKOR model
to consolidate the performance value and weighted gaps of elements for CSR application
evaluation during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Table 2. The weights evaluation of CSR application in Taiwan during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Aspects/Elements
Environment aspect (A1 )
Resource reduction (RR)
Product innovation (PI)
Emissions reduction (ER)
Social aspect (A2 )
Product responsibility (PR)
Community (CO)
Human rights (HR)
Employment quality (EQ)
Corporate governance aspect (A3 )
Compensation policy (CP)
Board functions (BF)
Vision and strategy (VS)
Shareholder rights (SR)
Economic aspect (A4 )
Shareholder loyalty (SL)
Firm performance (FP)
Client loyalty (CL)

Local Weight

Local Rank

Global Weight

Global Rank

0.147
0.569
0.222
0.209

1
2
3

0.084
0.033
0.031

5
11
13

2
3
2
1

0.037
0.018
0.060
0.090

10
14
7
4

2
3
1
4

0.059
0.047
0.152
0.031

8
9
2
12

2
1
3

0.127
0.153
0.079

3
1
6

0.206
0.182
0.089
0.291
0.438
0.288
0.204
0.162
0.526
0.108
0.359
0.354
0.427
0.219
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4.3. Estimating and Mixing These Gaps in Performance with Modified VIKOR
Gap performance values we obtained through the second survey. To explore the
elements, we divided them into the gaps among the risk management and management
capability. A scale from 1 to 9 was used to represent the degrees of importance from “not
important” to “extremely important” in natural language, using the initial decision matrix
data. Modified VIKOR was then employed to the weights derived by the BWM to assess
each element’s weighted gap. In this study, the target value was set to the highest level of
assessment scale (9).
According to Equations (3)–(7), the weighted gaps for each element from risk management and management capability were obtained, as shown in Table 3. The weighted
gap in each element indicates how much space for improvement can be achieved in the
target value. Compared to the traditional VIKOR approach, this study does not discuss the
priorities of alternatives. The proposed model uses different aspects to explore the evaluation performance in each element and to further obtain information on which indicators
have the priority to be enhanced. The results from the risk management performance perspective indicate that community (CO) had the largest weighted gap at 0.570, followed by
shareholder rights (SR) at 0.500. From the management capability performance viewpoint,
the element requiring priority improvement was still community (CO) (0.540). In other
words, current decision makers believe that community (CO) is an indicator that needs
urgent review and enhancement. All orders of element enhancement can be identified
from their weighted gap, and the ranking index runs from 1 to 14.
Table 3. Gap performance evaluation of CSR application in Taiwan during the COVID-19 pandemic.
CSR Performance Gap
Aspects/Elements

Local Weight

Environment aspect (A1 )

0.569
0.222
0.209

Social aspect (A2 )

Corporate governance aspect (A3 )

Shareholder loyalty (SL)
Firm performance (FP)
Client loyalty (CL)
SA

Management
Capability (S2 )

0.304

0.253

0.084
0.033
0.031

0.370
0.120
0.320

0.290
0.150
0.260

0.328

0.321

0.037
0.018
0.060
0.090

0.360
0.570
0.290
0.290

0.290
0.540
0.260
0.330

0.308

0.249

0.380
0.340
0.230
0.500

0.330
0.300
0.170
0.400

0.253

0.236

0.240
0.210
0.360

0.220
0.200
0.330

0.279

0.242

0.206

Product responsibility (PR)
Community (CO)
Human rights (HR)
Employment quality (EQ)

Economic aspect (A4 )

Risk Management (S1 )

0.147

Resource reduction (RR)
Product innovation (PI)
Emissions reduction (ER)

Compensation policy (CP)
Board functions (BF)
Vision and strategy (VS)
Shareholder rights (SR)

Global Weight

0.182
0.089
0.291
0.438
0.288
0.204
0.162
0.526
0.108

0.059
0.047
0.152
0.031

0.359
0.354
0.427
0.219

0.127
0.153
0.079
Total gaps

The weighted gap for each aspect can be derived by the weighted gap of each element.
Table 3 shows the weighted gaps and crisp values generated by the parameters (Qi and Si )
of VIKOR for four aspects. The ranking of aspects based on risk management performance
was A2  A3  A1  A4 . The social aspect (A2 ) had the largest weighted gap (0.328)
while the economic aspect (A4 ) had the smallest weighted gap (0.253). This result echoes
part of the criteria’s weighted gaps (Table 3). Correspondingly, we also calculated aspects’
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weighted gaps for management capability. The above BWM weight and weighted gap
analysis integrated with BWM and modified VIKOR results provide reliable information
that can assist and support decision makers in formulating strategies to improve CSR
management performance during the COVID-19 pandemic. We explain and discuss some
management implications in Section 4.4, based on different performance perspectives.
4.4. Outcomes and Discussion
We examined an empirical example of our proposed approach to evaluating CSR
application strategy in the high-tech industry in Taiwan during the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are several significant results of our study. First, based on BWM results, firm
performance (FP) was the most significant element for assessing CSR application by its
weight of influence (0.153; Table 3). Similar to other industries’ research results regarding
CSR application, our results indicate that critical firm performance converts CSR application
into main competence and that firm performance (FP) is the most important element when
assessing CSR application in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Second, vision and strategy (VS) were the next most significant elements, with an
influential weight of 0.152. The result also agrees with the outcomes attained in previous
research, where vision and strategy (VS) were found to be the main elements in conquering
alternatives produced through CSR application and sustainable development. Therefore,
administrators need to gain solid support and commitment within top management for
effective CSR application in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Third, according to recommendations from the experts in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic, the proposed context includes environment, social, corporate
governance and economic (ESGE) aspects to examine the elements affecting CSR performance. These outcomes also determine the elements considered within the individual
aspects. Table 4 summarizes the gap performance for elements for each aspect. For the
individual economic aspect (A1 ), firm performance (FP) was the most influential element
and must be improved with priority, followed by via vision and strategy (VS), shareholder
loyalty (SL) and employment quality (EQ). After using the gap performances offered via the
panelists of specialists, the important modes of improvement are considered to be comprehensive and unique, in terms of both holistic and separate aspects. For the managers in the
Taiwanese high-tech industry, realizing the improvement priorities for meeting CSR needs
is significant. Most studies focusing on CSR elements and evaluation have not discussed
the assembly among CSR and strategic application. Given the outcomes illustrated in
Table 4, the empirical outcomes relate to the purpose of this study to offer priorities for
enhancement to influence the risk management performance and management capability
performance. For example, in order to decrease the gaps in performance between the
existing state and the target CSR performance, the priorities for improvement are the social
aspect (A2 ), corporate governance (A3 ), environment (A1 ) and economic aspect (A4 ) in risk
management performance (S1 ); aspects are ranked as A2  A1  A3  A4 in management
capability performance (S2 ). Nevertheless, managers in the high-tech industry need to be
cautious as using the MCDM approach. These findings regarding the 14 elements under
study may differ according to specific circumstances, and administrators must evaluate
these CSR approaches and indicate the performance gaps before making choices.
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Table 4. Sequence of improvement priorities for CSR strategy.
Formula

Sequence of Improvement Priority

F1: Sequence of aspects to reach target levels in two CSR
performance areas (from high to low, via gap performances)

Risk management performance (S1 )
Management capability performance (S2 )

F2: Sequence of elements to reach the target level within
individual aspects (from high to low, via gap performances)

(A2 ) > (A3 ) > (A1 ) > (A4 )
(A2 ) > (A1 ) > (A3 ) > (A4 )

Risk management performance (S1 )
(A1 ): (RR) > (ER) > (PI)
(A2 ): (CO) > (PR) > (EQ) > (HR)
(A3 ): (SR) > (CP) > (BF) > (CS)
(A2 ): (CL) > (SL) > (FP)
Management capability performance (S2 )
(A1 ): (RR) > (ER) > (PI)
(A2 ): (CO) > (EQ) > (PR) > (HR)
(A3 ): (SR) > (CP) > (BF) > (CS)
(A2 ): (CL) > (SL) > (FP)

Finally, for long-term development, the administrators of CSR applications should
sensibly take note of firm performance, as noted earlier. This work’s inspection of the
proposed CSR application evaluation model can be broadly applied to most of the high-tech
industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
5. Conclusions
We proposed an integrated MCDM approach integrating BWM and modified VIKOR
to explore the interdependence and feedback among numerous elements influencing CSR
performance in the high-tech industry in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
proposed structure integrates the environment, social, corporate governance and economic
aspects with the CSR aspects. The outcomes indicate that the economic aspect had the
highest net influence of 0.079 and should be improved first. Firm performance, which had
the highest global weight of 0.153, was the most significant element for evaluating CSR
performance in the high-tech industry. The gap values of total performance representing
the range for enhancement were 0.279 for risk management (S1 ) and 0.242 for management
capability performance (S2 ). The community factor showed the largest gap (0.570) in
risk management performance (S1 ) and the largest gap (0.540) in management capability
performance (S2 ). The social aspect must be the primary priority to be enhanced if the
managers hope to understand the desired levels of performance. Furthermore, these
outcomes suggest that managers should appropriately prioritize elements in their CSR
performance enhancement strategies during the COVID-19 pandemic.
This research’s aspects and elements act as connecting devices, which can help in CSR
estimation in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. The key contributions
of the research are twofold. Primarily, the assessment of CSR application can be a strategic
issue of compound interactions and dependencies during the COVID-19 pandemic. We
executed a review of the literature and interviewed experts to categorize 14 elements
in 4 CSR application aspects to calculate performance estimations of CSR in the hightech industry during the pandemic. Second, this study integrated BWM and modified
VIKOR to develop a CSR estimation pattern that focuses on the relation weights of the
implementation perspectives of CSR and its elements during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The proposed technique can be applied not only as a method to process the dependence
and interaction contained within a series of elements and aspects, but also as an approach
for creating more useful information to determine the ranking and influence weights for
management strategy estimation. These research findings are valid outcomes with respect
to the estimation. The investigation of the estimation outcomes allows the formulation of
advice for administrations in classifying the main conditions facilitating CSR estimation and
presents outcomes indicating the best approach for enhancing the existing administration
in the high-tech industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are some limitations to the research that require further examination. First, in
this study the estimation elements were designated based on a literature review and discussed with experts in regards to the estimation of CSR applications as well as reviews that
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offered some probable effects on such estimations during the COVID-19 pandemic. Future
research needs to apply different approaches, such as longitudinal analysis, to identify
other elements. Second, the study used high-tech industry in the COVID-19 pandemic
as a case study to develop a CSR estimation model with assistance from management to
realize the important elements when applying CSR assessments. Future research can apply
other multiple-criteria methods (e.g., TOPSIS and outranking approaches) to evaluate these
relative influence weights in CSR estimation. It would be valuable to compare the results of
future research with those presented herein. Lastly, this paper was conducted in a sample
group of experts. A larger sample that confers more explanatory power could be beneficial
for a more sophisticated assessment of the topic at hand. The research findings thus need
to be proved with more samples in order to enhance generalizability.
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